Back to the Basics

A WesternMiner.com explanation for a Format Change
ww
By Barry Murray, Post ‘BrExit’ London Metals Exchange [LME] Collapse, July, 4th, 2016

Whereas in the court of Public Opinion of Individual Investors into Mining Stocks, let it

be known that the London Bridge collapsing between the market spread of the London Metals
Market [LME] , and the Banks involved in a LIBOR [LIE] have sent an shock-wave clear around
the world to remote Alaska further defining the difference between “insider’s mining investment
opportunities” —promising incredible returns for doing nothing other than making a casino
capitalism bet between red, or black, or bear vs: bull, and the “outsider’s mining investment opportunity” of actually owning part of something physical one can hold in hand as stored safely
away on the Banks of Bonanza Creek.

To Wit: the U.S. Mining Law of 1872 Mining Claims requires a “Prudent Man” doctrine to

actually be legal, actually needs to made a valid mineral discovery, in places hard to physically
reach. As opposed to a some penny stock, TSX 43-101 certified pump and dump street corner
pushers whispering in your ear the ecstasy fantasy that somewhere West of Wickenburg a Dr,
Annoynmus, PhD, had secretly drilled a diamond drill hole, in a sensitive “protected “ location
that has located at 600 feet on an otherwise barren country rock location, all of a BB gun pellet

sized 0.025 cents worth gold, un-mineable at a profit for being below a $10 per ton value.
What exactly does that mean to your average “self-managed” 401-K hedge fund secure default
hedge fund protected by your “buy” and “sell” instructions that have been shown not very bright
when the tipping points can come and go many times anymore in a single day?
This is why for many years WesternMiner.com has been trying to connect do-it-yourself gold
mine investors, with do-it-yourself gold mining claim owners, that actually hold a valid mineral
title to something that may be proven-up through proper due diligence procedure.
As a very long lasting angry huffing and puffing —blustering without fear of being exposed—
bear market is turning into a long awaited bull market stampede —also very capable of blindly
running right off a cliff— we are changing our format from an open database that can easily be
phished, and spoofed to misdirect potential investors to lessor quality gold mining investment
ventures.
Especially as nobody we know has a fully permitted “operating gold mine for sale, with 43-101
assays less than two years old, for no money down” for sale. Take a look through our archives,
but besides the opportunity of buying into what appears to be a joint venture, be very leery of
leaving your name as an “investor” on something that may have been purchased lately just to acquire valid boiler room spam leads of “flipper”
interested speculators.
Think that a bit dramatic? Know we have been
plagued ourselves with hackers, spoofers, and
phishers, since it has become extremely difficult to find legitimate properties to list. A
quick check for validity would be to look up
here to see if the browser address on what you
are reading right now is an un-altered www.
WesternMiner.com. Yes?
Then it follows that the locked PDF embedded here offering a $10 per ton rock solid buy
in to a something not as dazzling as gold, but
at a time where affordable basic shelter is a
growing need during a hectic period of financial and currency readjustment, may be worth
the time to CLICK TO READ!
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